
VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL FIREPROOFING

FIRE RATING RIQUAL. PLASTERBOARD WALL
EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1 - board on both sides

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 8 MM or GREATER

Fire protection upgrade with EI 120 certification of plasterboard

walls composed of a 12.5 mm thick sheet on each side on a 75 mm

structure through direct application on the wall of one sheet on each

side of SUPERSIL calcium silicate fibre sheet class A1 thickness 8

mm, or greater.

The Supersil sheets must be fastened with self-tapping screws.

Final finishing coat for sheets, joints and screw heads with FINISH.

Cert. I.G. 296405/3437 FR EI 120 

FIRE RATING RIQUAL. PLASTERBOARD WALL
EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1 - board on side exposed to fire

AQUAFIRE THICKNESS 12,5 MM

Fire protection upgrade with REI 120 certification of drywall in

standard plasterboard th.12.5mm, a board on each side, metal

frame 75x50x0,6mm every 600mm, rock wool 30kg/cm th.70mm.

Riqualification with single-layer of AQUAFIRE fibre-reinforced

lightweight cement boards, thickness 12,5 mm in adherence on

the fire side, FILLING joints NOT NECESSARY for the fire

resistance,single layer of standard plastreboard th.12,5mm on the

opposite side. Filling joints and screw heads with gypsum-based

plaster.

Cert. 19420140430 EI 120 EN 1364-1
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VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL FIREPROOFING

FIRE RATING RIQUAL. PLASTERBOARD WALL
EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1 - board on side exposed to fire

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 8 MM or GREATER

Fire-resistant partition with EI 120 certification composed on the

side exposed of a single layer of SUPERSIL high-performance

calcium silicate board,  class A1 with thickness of 8mm or greater,

double layer of plasterboard th.12,5mm, metal frame

50x50x0,6mm, 600mm centres. On the not exposed side, only one

plasterboard standard th.12,5mm. Screws 600mm and 300mm

centres for the first and second layer. Grouting joints and heads

screw of plasterboard only on the not exposed side with gypsum-

based plaster. Cert. IG 328451/3748 FR

AQUAFIRE THICKNESS 12,5 MM

Fire-resistant partition with EI 120 certification composed on the

side exposed of a single layer of AQUAFIRE fibre-reinforced

lightweight cement boards, double layer of plasterboard

th.12,5mm, metal frame 50x50x0,6mm, 600mm centres. On the

not exposed side, only one plasterboard standard th.12,5mm.

Screws 600mm and 300mm centres for the first and second layer.

Grouting joints and heads screw of plasterboard only on the not

exposed side with gypsum-based plaster.Cert. IG 327953/3744 FR

FIREPROOFING OF POLYURETHANE WALL
EI 120 CLASS A1 - sheet on side exposed to fire

FIREWALL THICKNESS 24+24 MM

Fire protection upgrade with certification EI 120 of walls in

polyurethane, composed of 2 sheets of FIREWALL class A1,

thickness 24 mm.

The sheets will be laid on the side exposed to fire and fastened

with self-piercing screws to one another, to the L section

galvanized steel perimeter profile, thickness 0.6 mm and

dimensions 30 x 30 mm, and to the polyurethane walls. The

screws must be fitted with maximum spacing of 500 mm.

Cert.CSI 1557FR EI120 EN 1364-1
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